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Abstract

This paper presents a Conceptual Case analysis with a review of literature on organizational climate, leadership styles and human capital performance which are perceived of influencing organizational effectiveness. There is no doubt that an organization may claim to have all that it takes to achieve its goals, however without a conducive climate with an all-round leadership atmosphere, scarcely can goals be achieved. These factors provide the desired impetus for humans to perform in the organization. It means that a prevailing climate in an organization and the leadership behavior are indispensable to the achievement of organizational goals. Previous studies emphasized organizational culture, structure and human capital performance as key levers in achieving a competitive advantage, deserting climate and leadership styles constructs. Another recent study by the Stanford University Business School downgraded the egalitarian styles of leadership in contrast to the hierarchical style of leadership. The study reports concluded that the egalitarian leadership typology has lost its relevance in the contemporary business management environment. Though this assertion may be true due to the realities of the paradox of modern organizational structures and with their diverse culture cocoons, this study, however, emphasizes the egalitarian style of leadership characterized by unique communication behaviors, time-meeting-orientation and relationship with subordinates in conjunction with conducive climate. These provide a better working atmosphere to influence human capital performance that ultimately leads to the effectiveness of organizations. In order to establish the relationship between dependent variables and the independent variable, this study recommends further work to analyze empirical data.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an extensive review of current literature on organizational climate, human capital performance, leadership style and the characteristics of an egalitarian leader. This is in line with previous studies in the literature that focused on organizational culture, structure, human capital performance, (Ganu 2018, Jeston & Neils; 2014; William & Ganu 2018; Newman, 2012; Williams & Ganu 2018; Hakim 2015). The earlier researchers claimed that organizational structures and cultures have a positive significant relationship with human capital performance and their overall effects on organizational competitiveness. Somehow, as a sequel to these previous studies the current literature shows that the earlier results were not conclusive on the depth of knowledge in this study domain. It is against this background that this paper seeks to include the climate of an organization, style of leadership in conjunction with human capital performance which equally contributes to organizational effectiveness and the competitiveness of organizations. The plausibility of drawing on several elements to constitute a study in the Social Sciences provides an open-loop including an avenue for creativity in the Social Science Research designation. Linking organizational climate and leadership styles satisfy the open-loop and plausibility conceptualization in this research domain.

The concept of organizational climate, appeared in the humanist literature in the (1940s), this was the period during which a writer by name, H. G. Wells published a book titled “The New world order,” advocating for unit of nations and the legal systems to protect the right of individuals not only in the workplace but in societies across the globe. Among the early writers on organizational climate were Lawrence (1943-2014); James and Bowman (1989); Jones and James (1979); Joyce and Slocum (1984). It is also important to note that challenges were initially experienced in determining what an organizational environment is and how to accurately assess it at various analytical scales (Mark, Karen, Benjamin & Schneider, 2015).

This concept has become an important metaphor in describing the social systems and work environments in recent times but with very little representation in literature as compared to organizational structures, culture, and human capital (onlinelibrary.wiley.com). Organizational climate is seen as one of the key factors that influence employee perceptions of involvement (Zaoui et al., 2017). Besides, the study of Mwaura (2018) further shows that supportive climate and employee commitment significantly predict employee’s involvement variables and organizational effectiveness. Sayyed (2019) in Toulson and Smith (1994) established a relationship between organizational environment and employee understanding of organizational management practices and the practical realities of many of the concepts associated with non-workplace personnel management practices.

Furthermore, the current conceptualization from which the relationship of climate theory and practical realities and the applications according to Toulson and (1994, 1995) had emerged, is quite ambiguous and lacks clarity. This study seeks to align its self with this assertion based on the fact that organizational climate is derived from an organizational culture with a thin line of dichotomy which makes it almost impossible separating the two hence the cause of ambiguity in the conceptualization and the practical realities in the study domain.

Understanding organizational Climate

According to Garg, Singh and Raja (2017) organizational climate represents employees’ perception of organizational policies, practices, and procedures, it is a pattern of interactions and
behaviors that support the organization. As noted in some literature, the climate of an organization is a surface manifestation of culture, it is oriented with human behavior (Ehrhart, Schneider & Macey, 2013). Organizational climate influence employees’ level of commitment in the organization, yet there are very few studies that discuss the extent to which it influences human behavior. This paper agrees that organizational climate forms the thread of a labyrinth of ideas that galvanize the relationship among employees that give the meaning of what people do in an organization which determines the extent to which they are willing to work. Some characteristics of organizational climate is that it is rule-oriented, strict procedures and perception about stability or instability. The measuring of organizational climate in the Journal of Contemporary Criminal Justice (2019) begins with series of question items such as: How do people feel in the organization, what areas in the establishment are perceived as problematic and what is the priority area when planning measures and changes.

This idea is supported in the study of Jarry (2011) saw the climate of human services-oriented organization as a conundrum or mystery difficult to explain its effects on behavior and perception of people. According to Forehand and Gilmer (2019), climate consists of a set of characteristics that describe an organization, distinguish it from other organizations that are relatively enduring over time and influence the behavior of individuals within and outside an organization (www.yourlibraryarticle.com). Tagiuri and Petrullo (1958) identified five factors that affect the premise's structural climate. These are: (i) instruction or intent activities in setting goals for their work, growth and input, (ii) incentives for individual initiative exercises, (iii) working with the World Health Organization is highly competitive and competent, (iv) a cooperative and friendly man, (v) a profitable and sales-oriented business. KATZ, and so forth.

Al (2019) knew five factors that had an impact on the individual performance of the organization; I govern orientation, subordinate nature, (iii) closeness of control, (iv) theological doctrine, (v) promotional achievement orientation. James and Jones (1974). The following factors influencing the climate structure have been classified: I organizational context: mission, goals and goals, operation, etc. (ii) structure: size, degree of centralization and procedures of operation. (iii) Method of leadership: leadership models, communication, higher cognitive processes, and related processes. (iv) Physical environment: personnel protection, environmental stress and physical building characteristics. (V) Structure of principles and standards: adherence, integrity, impersonality and reciprocity.

Hodgetts and McGravey (2019) divided the structural environment into two major classes; with an example of iceberg wherever an iceberg neighborhood can be seen from the surface and another portion below the water that cannot be seen. The factors to be determined and measured in the visible half are referred to as explicit factors, and hidden factors are also referred to as factors that do not tend to be visible and measurable. Each of these factors is shown in a statistic that is not included in this article as an Associate in Nursing iceberg. The findings from the top of the studies show that it is terribly difficult to generalize the basic contents of the structure environment, these studies were funded. Nonetheless, some broad generalizations are often made, and the findings of most studies in four basic factors can be assumed to be somewhat similar. The considerations are (i) self-sufficiency, (ii) The degree of the compulsory structure of the position, (iii) Guidance for reward, and (iv) Thoughts, water, and support. Organizational climate has an outstanding effect on the workforce's efficiency as a result of it having a serious impact on individual workers productivity and job satisfaction (Sethibe & Steyn, 2018). Organizational atmosphere defines the work environment in which the employee feels happy or unhappy. Since satisfaction determines or influences the employee's
potency, we will say that organizational climate is directly related to the employee's potency and performance.

The organizational climate will impact human behavior within the organization by controlling its performance, satisfaction, and attitudes. There are four mechanisms that affect the behavior of the personnel by climate. System of constraints: The organizational climate will operate in every positive and negative sense as a system of constraints. This can be achieved by supplying the workers with data on what conduct is fairly praised, chastened or ignored. Another study shows that critical differences have been found in individual performance and satisfaction in variable organizational climates. Three forms of organizational environment have been developed as an example during this study: (i) Authoritarian controlled, (ii) Nice Democrat and (iii) doing business. Structural climate can be a general expression of what the organization is. It is the overall perception of the organization that individuals have.

This conveys people's perceptions of the inner environment of the system at times they work. A corporation's climate is seen as factors that are explicit and covert. The specific considerations are Hierarchy, monetary resources, organizational aim, abilities, and workers talents. Technological state, standards of performance, and measurement of potency. Covert considerations include behaviors, emotions, beliefs, expectations, engagement, encouragement, and satisfaction (Sethibe & Steyn, 2018).

**Human Capital as an organizational Resource**

Human Capital refers to the combination of skill, knowledge, social and private attributes that represent the ability to make an intrinsic and measurable estimate (https://google.com). The speculation of human capital sees people and people as economic units that act as their own economy. The role of human capital is widely discussed in economic development, productivity analysis, technology, public policy and education. (Simpleewirtschaftist.com). The amount eighteenth Century is noted because the era within which the thought of human capital performance gained its quality in literature. Within the writings of Irving Fisher, human capital includes the body of personalities and their minds mentioned in (Petrushenko & Petrushenko, 2017). This hunch takes their roots from the 1775 writings of Adam, Smith at the time of the USA historic period as earlier mentioned within the preceding pages of this paper. The fundamental idea of Human Capital Theory is that human expenditure can be measured mathematically, backed by the amount they are willing to contribute to society. Human capital is usually divided into social, political, economic, and symbolic categories. There are many ways in which human capital is developed (https://www.simpleecomist.com).

According to Elías, Mulligan and Murphy (2019) hominid wealth is un-standardized, tactical and dynamic. The setting out of which it evolved is independent and unique in people. This implies that not all human elements that can be found in the organization are capital and capable of performing if earlier preparation is ignored by any means during the three-learning domain such as psychomotor, Cognitive Affective and the general developmental circle of the individual that makes the individual a whole person. Those who bear the tag of being capital cannot be imitated nor replicated in any form desirable. The study of Goldin’s (2014), indicated that human capital is liked a stock of talent-packed, physical wellbeing expertise of an employee, stated in (Williams & Ganu 2018; https://simpleecomist.com). Providing a counter perspective to this, Baron (2011), reiterated the resources of people are never concern about the capabilities
they possess but rather, how they are committed to sharing their knowledge and expertise with others which adds value to the organization. Therefore, the researcher proposed that:

**P1:** Organizational Climate has a statistically strong relationship with human resources and their output.

**P2:** Organizational leadership styles have a statistically positive relationship with human output.

### Leadership Styles and Organizational Effectiveness

It has long been established that organizational effectiveness depends on a number of factors that exist both inside and outside the organization (Arent, Arndt, Miller, Zinaman & Tarp, 2017; Pickard, 2019). This paper maintains that leadership style, organizational climate and human capital performance form parts of the major factors that lead to the effectiveness of every organization. This is confirmed by (Druelle-Korn, 2019; Al-Deen & Hendricks, 2013; Liedo, 2017).

The present study presents the Egalitarian leadership style and its attributes that contribute to human capital performance and the effectiveness of an organization. An egalitarian leader favors equality of some kind; people should get the same, or treated as contemporaries and must enjoy the treatment in the establishment.

Lippert-Rasmussen (2018) indicated that egalitarianism is about fighting for equality for all employees in the workplace. An egalitarian leader is straight to the point during communication, time-meeting orientation and relationship with subordinates in the work environment, Michael and Charlene (1996) indicated that egalitarian leaders are direct-communicators. They provide enough clues on jobs assigned to subordinates. Meetings are held to implement what has been discussed, but not merely inform subordinates about what was intended to be done without their direct involvement in the decision-making processes which is in contrast to the hierarchical leadership meetings behaviors with employees. Thus, as shown in figure 1, this research proposed the third hypotheses as follows:

**P3:** Organizational Climates and leadership behaviors have positive effects on human capital performance in creating organizational effectiveness.

![Figure 1: Representation of the perceived impact of the structural system and management style and human output and the impact on Organizational Effectiveness.](image-url)
Source: The Researcher’s compilation: It suggests that organizational climate and leadership style in the organizational is significantly related to job performance by the people that ultimately impact organizational effectiveness. This supports the earlier research of Ioana (2013) that emphasized leadership ship style as a factor that contributes to organizational effectiveness among other variables in literature.

CONCLUSION

Studies have shown that in every establishment both profit and nonprofit, it is the organic structure that posts most challenges and threats to stability and progress of work and achievement. The human beings in their physical and psychological state are influenced by the climate and the leadership roles under which they work. Organizations can boast of the newest technology and all the ubiquitous platform of application including the human capital, but without the needed climate and leadership behaviors nothing can be achieved, say the least. Lastingly, this underscored the point here that it is not enough having good structures and culture of an organization, but the climate and the leadership structures are indispensable if the human capital is to function towards organizational effectiveness.
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